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The Mother's Magazine and Family Circle Mar
29 2020
Die Mutter des Erfolgs Apr 29 2020 Amy Chua
ist Juraprofessorin in Yale und zweifache
Mutter. Ihre Kinder will sie zum Erfolg erziehen
- mit allen Mitteln. Und gemäß den Regeln
ihrer Wurzeln in China ist Erfolg nur mit
härtester Arbeit zu erreichen. Sie beschließt,
dass ihre Töchter als Musikerinnen Karriere
machen sollen. Nun wird deren Kindheit zur
Tortur. Wo eine Eins minus als schlechte Note
gilt, muss Lernen anders vermittelt werden als
in unserer westlichen Pädagogik. In ihrem
Erlebnisbericht erzählt die Autorin fesselnd,
witzig und mit kluger Offenheit von einem
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gnadenlosen Kampf, der ihr und ihren Töchtern
alles abverlangte: ein packendes und
hochkomisches Buch über Familie und
Erziehung, über Leistungsdruck und über den
Willen, unbedingt zu siegen.
Essence of a Mother Sep 22 2019 Julie Jensen
used to believe that mothering meant being on
task--making homemade cupcakes for school
birthday parties, chauffeuring her kids to all of
their various activities, and so on. But as her
Multiple Sclerosis progressed, she was no
longer physically able to keep up, and she
watched one role after another slip away. It
forced her to look inside: Was her value just her
physical body and her ability to do and be
productive? Julie soon realized that these
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activities were far less important than she ever
imagined and that the true source of her power
came from within. Her children simply needed
to be close to her to feel connected. Far too
much emphasis is placed on doing and not
enough on being. A mother's real purpose is to
endow her children with a deep understanding
of connection, love, self-esteem, and
compassion while reinforcing the importance of
human values. In her heartfelt, encouraging
book, Julie shares the lessons she has learned
about fostering self-reliance, taking it slow,
cultivating radiance, adopting an attitude of
gratitude, and being mindful.
The Mother's Recompense: a Sequel to
Home Influence May 11 2021
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Mother-infant Attachment and Psychoanalysis
Feb 26 2020 Brings together theoretical
interpretations of shame with clinical studies
and integrates major concepts from
psychoanalysis, Jungian analysis,
developmental psychology and anthropology.
A Good Mother Oct 28 2022 Two young
mothers, one shocking murder and a court case
that puts them both on trial. When a soldier is
found stabbed through the heart at a US Army
base, there is no doubt that his wife, Luz, is to
blame. But was it an act of self-defense? An
attempt to save her infant daughter? Or the
cold-blooded murder of an innocent man? Abby,
ambitious public defender and a new mother
herself, is determined to keep Luz out of prison
and with her daughter. But when the surprises
stack up and shocking new evidence emerges,
the task proves far more difficult than she
suspected--and may require a terrible sacrifice.
As the trial hurtles toward an outcome no one
expects, Abby, Luz and a captivated jury are
forced to answer the question that will decide
everything--what does it mean to be a good
mother? "A detailed and expert courtroom
drama." --Toronto Star "Tautly paced and richly
detailed...an exploration of ambition,
responsibility, and the sacrifices of
motherhood." --Booklist, starred review
13 Dinge, die mental starke Menschen
NICHT tun Nov 24 2019 Dieses Buch macht
Sie stark! Und das sofort!Depression und
Burnout sind für Amy Morin keine Fremdworte:
Auf den Tag genau drei Jahre, nachdem sie ihre
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Mutter verloren hatte, starb ihr Mann ganz
plötzlich an einem Herzinfarkt. Morin wurde
mit nur 26 Jahren Witwe und musste selbst
lernen, nach diesen schweren
Schicksalsschlägen zu mentaler Stärke zu
finden. Sie nutzte den Umbruch zum
Neuanfang. Die Psychotherapeutin und
Sozialpädagogin Amy Morin weiß: Wir alle sind
nur so gut, wie unsere schlechtesten
Angewohnheiten es zulassen. Sie sind wie eine
schwere Last, sie behindern, ermüden und
frustrieren. Sie halten uns davon ab, unser
Potential voll auszunutzen, sie führen zu
Depression und Burnout.Unsere mentale Stärke
und Resilienz steigern wir, indem wir negative
Verhaltens- und Denkmuster ablegen, wie z.B.
in Selbstmitleid zu versinken, sofortige Erfolge
zu erwarten oder das Alleinsein zu fürchten.
Freuen wir uns stattdessen auf Veränderungen,
besiegen wir unsere Ängste, werden wir
glücklich und erfolgreich!Der erste Ratgeber
mit einem ganz neuen Ansatz zur Verbesserung
der mentalen Stärke und der Resilienz:
mitreißend, effektiv und überzeugend!
Bad Mother Oct 16 2021 In our mothers’ day
there were good mothers, indifferent mothers,
and occasionally, great mothers. Today we have
only Bad Mothers: If you work, you’re
neglectful; if you stay home, you’re smothering.
If you discipline, you’re buying them a spot on
the shrink’s couch; if you let them run wild,
they will be into drugs by seventh grade. Is it
any wonder so many women refer to
themselves at one time or another as a “bad
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mother”? Writing with remarkable candor, and
dispensing much hilarious and helpful advice
along the way—Is breast best? What should you
do when your daughter dresses up as a “ho” for
Halloween?—Ayelet Waldman says it's time for
women to get over it and get on with it in this
wry, unflinchingly honest, and always insightful
memoir on modern motherhood.
Understanding the Borderline Mother Jul 21
2019 The first love in our lives is our mother.
Recognizing her face, her voice, the meaning of
her moods, and her facial expressions is crucial
to survival. Dr. Christine Ann Lawson vividly
describes how mothers who suffer from
borderline personality disorder produce
children who may flounder in life even as
adults, futilely struggling to reach the safety of
a parental harbor, unable to recognize that
their borderline parent lacks a pier, or even a
discernible shore. Four character profiles
describe different symptom clusters that
include the waif mother, the hermit mother, the
queen mother, and the witch. Children of
borderlines are at risk for developing this
complex and devastating personality disorder
themselves. Dr. Lawson's recommendations for
prevention include empathic understanding of
the borderline mother and early intervention
with her children to ground them in reality and
counteract the often dangerous effects of living
with a make-believe mother. Some readers may
recognize their mothers as well as themselves
in this book. They will also find specific
suggestions for creating healthier relationships.
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Addressing the adult children of borderlines
and the therapists who work with them, Dr.
Lawson shows how to care for the waif without
rescuing her, to attend to the hermit without
feeding her fear, to love the queen without
becoming her subject, and to live with the witch
without becoming her victim. A Jason Aronson
Book
The Mother's Magazine & Family Monitor Nov
17 2021
Miracle Creek Sep 27 2022 Wie weit würden
wir gehen, um unsere schamvollsten
Geheimnisse zu bewahren? „Mit
durchdringender Menschenkenntnis führt
Angie Kim tief in das Innenleben ihrer
Charaktere.“ (Los Angeles Times) In der
Kleinstadt Miracle Creek in Virginia geht ein
Sauerstofftank in Flammen auf. Zwei Menschen
sterben – Kitt, die eine Familie mit fünf Kindern
zurücklässt, und Henry, ein achtjähriger Junge.
Im Prozess wegen Brandstiftung und Mord sitzt
Henrys Mutter Elizabeth auf der Anklagebank.
Und die Beweise sind erdrückend. Hat sie ihren
eigenen Sohn ermordet? Während ihre
Freunde, Verwandten und Bekannten gegen sie
aussagen, wird klar: In Miracle Creek hat jeder
etwas zu verbergen.
Mother's Assistant and Young Lady's Friend Jun
12 2021
The Young Step-mother; Or, a Chronicle of
Mistakes Jul 13 2021
A Mother’S Sin Jan 07 2021 Author Mia Henry’s
novel, A Mother’s Sin, is a riveting, engaging
story, bringing family drama to the forefront in
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a touching and moving way which readers will
absolutely love.. This book is great for readers
who like emotional fiction with strong female
characters. The novel is laden with astute
observations about family, forgiveness and love
that transcend the narrow label of the genre.
The inspiring message of A Mother’s Sin would
be essential to readers who want to gain the
strength of hope in their reading material. Mia
Henry’s debut novel is a dramatic and inspiring
book which enlightens as it entertain readers.
The Mother's Magazine Jul 01 2020
The Young Step-mother Or a Chronicle of
Mistakes Aug 14 2021
A Good Enough Mother May 31 2020 "Taut,
absorbing and psychologically astute, in A Good
Enough Mother Bev Thomas combines all the
tension of a thriller with the emotional
resonance of a powerful family drama." --Paula
Hawkins, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Girl on the Train "Perfect for fans
of The Silent Patient." --Booklist A riveting
page-turner that lets us inside the secret world
of therapist and patient, where boundaries get
crossed, and events spiral out of control. . .
Ruth Hartland is a psychotherapist with years
of experience. But professional skill is no guard
against private grief. The mother of grown
twins, she is haunted by the fact that her
beautiful, difficult, fragile son Tom, a boy who
never "fit in," disappeared a year and a half
earlier. She cannot give up hope of finding him,
but feels she is living a kind of half-life, waiting
for him to return. Enter a new patient, Dan-3/6

unstable and traumatized--who looks exactly
like her missing son. She is determined to help
him, but soon, her own complicated feelings,
about how she has failed her own boy, cloud
her professional judgement. And before long,
the unthinkable becomes a shattering reality....
An utterly compelling drama with a timebomb
at its core, A Good Enough Mother is a brilliant,
beautiful story of mothering, and how to let go
of the ones we love when we must.
In My Mother's House Oct 24 2019 In My
Mother’s House depicts a profound,
intergenerational struggle between a powerful,
politically engaged mother, Rose, and her
spiritually inclined poet and writer daughter,
Kim. Framing this collision are two other
generations. There is Rose’s mother from the
shtetl, a broken woman regularly beaten by her
husband but the source of the family’s stories.
And Kim’s daughter, a second-generation, fully
assimilated girl of eight at the time the book
begins. Four generations, from the shtetl to an
affluent intellectual household in Berkeley,
California, the story is a historical record and
reckoning between the old activist left and a
beginning feminist movement. The double
narrative allows Kim to explore the evolving
relationship between mother and daughter,
who, through their storytelling, are brought to
a profound understanding and reconciliation.
PREGNANCY: GOOD HEALTH FOR MOTHER,
BABY AND DAD Dec 18 2021
Hamlet, Prinz von Dänemark / Hamlet, Prince
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Englisch) / Bilingual edition (German-English)
Apr 10 2021
The Good Mothers Apr 22 2022 You are born
into it or marry in. Loyalty is absolute,
bloodshed revered and you kill or go to your
grave before betraying The Family. This code of
omertà is how the 'Ndrangheta became the
world's most powerful mafia. The Good Mothers
is the story of the women who broke the
silence.
A Mother's Goodbye Sep 15 2021
The Only Son; Or, the History of J. Ross
and His Mother ... Revised by the
Committee of Publication Oct 04 2020
Die gute Mutter Aug 26 2022
The Good Mother Myth Jul 25 2022 In an era
of mommy blogs, Pinterest, and Facebook, The
Good Mother Myth dismantles the social mediafed notion of what it means to be a "good
mother." This collection of essays takes a
realistic look at motherhood and provides a
platform for real voices and raw stories, each
adding to the narrative of motherhood we don't
tend to see in the headlines or on the news.
From tales of mind-bending, panic-inducing
overwhelm to a reflection on using weed
instead of wine to deal with the terrible twos,
the honesty of the essays creates a community
of mothers who refuse to feel like they're in
competition with others, or with the notion of
the ideal mom—they're just trying to find a way
to make it work. With a foreword by Christy
Turlington Burns and a contributor list that
includes Jessica Valenti, Sharon Lerner, Soraya
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Chemaly, Amber Dusick and many more, this
remarkable collection seeks to debunk the myth
and offer some honesty about what it means to
be a mother.
I'm a Good Mother Nov 05 2020 Every
mother repeatedly asks herself the age old
question, Am I a good mother? This delightful
book offers sixty affirmations that she is. But
more than that, with each affirmation, Gigi
Schweikert shares an encouraging message, an
easy-to-do action step for today, a prayer, and a
scripture. The perfect gift for a friend of loved
one or a pick-me-up book for yourself, this book
will inspire and encourage moms of all ages.
A Good Mother Jun 24 2022 A gripping debut
thriller about two young mothers, one shocking
murder and a court case that puts them both on
trial. When a soldier is found stabbed through
the heart at a US Army base, there is no doubt
that his wife, Luz, is to blame. But was it an act
of self-defense? An attempt to save her infant
daughter? Or the cold-blooded murder of an
innocent man? Ambitious public defender Abby
is determined to win at all costs. As a new
mother herself, she wants to keep Luz out of
prison and with her daughter. But when the
surprises stack up and shocking new evidence
emerges, Abby realizes the task proves far
more difficult than she suspected and will
require a terrible sacrifice. As the trial hurtles
toward an outcome no one expects, Abby, Luz
and a captivated jury are forced to answer the
question that will decide everything--what does
it mean to be a good mother?
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The Mother's Promise Dec 06 2020 A
poignant and breathtaking novel from the
author of The Things We Keep and The Secrets
of Midwives. All their lives, Alice Stanhope and
her daughter, Zoe, have been a family of two,
living quietly in Northern California. Zoe has
always struggled with crippling social anxiety
and her mother has been her constant and
fierce protector. With no family to speak of, and
the identity of Zoe’s father shrouded in
mystery, their team of two works—until it
doesn’t. Until Alice gets sick and needs to fight
for her life. Desperate to find stability for Zoe,
Alice reaches out to two women who are
practically strangers but who are her only
hope: Kate, a nurse, and Sonja, a social worker.
As the four of them come together, a chain of
events is set into motion and all four of them
must confront their sharpest fears and
secrets—secrets about abandonment, abuse,
estrangement, and the deepest longing for
family. Imbued with heart and humor in even
the most dismal moments, The Mother’s
Promise is an unforgettable novel about the
unbreakable bonds between mothers and
daughters and the new ways in which families
are forged. Sally Hepworth novels are "sure to
appeal to fans of Jojo Moyes, Jodi Picoult, and
Lisa Genova; book clubs will be lining up."
—Library Journal (starred review)
Wohin du auch fliehst Jan 27 2020 Der Feind in
deinem Bett Niemand glaubt Cathy, als sie sich
von ihrem charmanten, allseits beliebten
Freund Lee zunehmend bedroht fühlt. Er
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kontrolliert jeden ihrer Schritte, schleicht sich
heimlich in ihre Wohnung, manipuliert ihre
Freunde. Völlig auf sich allein gestellt, plant sie
ihre Flucht — die sie nur knapp überlebt. In
einer neuen Stadt und ohne jeden Kontakt zu
den Menschen aus ihrer Vergangenheit gelingt
es ihr, sich ein Leben in vermeintlicher
Sicherheit aufzubauen. Doch auch jetzt, Jahre
später, verfolgt Cathy noch die Angst, dass Lee
zurückkommen und sie finden könnte. Und sie
soll Recht behalten ...
Die Mutter Jan 19 2022 Du schaust nur kurz
nicht hin. Und in diesen wenigen Augenblicken
geschieht das Allerschlimmste ... Sie treffen
sich jede Woche. Sie teilen Freuden, Sorgen
und Nöte. Eine Gruppe Frauen, die nur eines
verbindet: Sie sind alle frischgebackene
Mütter, und das schweißt zusammen.
Freundschaften entstehen. Und ein Plan einmal eine winzige Auszeit vom Babyalltag zu
nehmen, abends in einer Bar. Ein harmloser
Spaß. Doch daraus wird schnell bitterer Ernst.
Die alleinerziehende Winnie lässt ihren kleinen
Sohn Midas für den Abend bei einer
Babysitterin. Als Winnie nach Hause kommt, ist
ihr Kind spurlos verschwunden, niemand hat
etwas bemerkt. Es folgen Tage, in denen jede
der Mütter durch die Hölle geht: Sarah will
Antworten. Collette weiß zu viel. Nell hat etwas
zu verbergen. Und eine Mutter hat etwas
Unaussprechliches getan ...
Forging a Strong Mother-Daughter Bond Mar
21 2022 Moms want to be close to their
daughters. Daughters (for the most part) want
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a good relationship with their moms. But when
that relationship is strained by one person's
attempt to control and manipulate, closeness is
replaced by hurt, disappointment, anger, and
fear. Leslie Vernick shares two stories of moms
and daughters who learned how to move
beyond the cycle of manipulation and control
and give and share love honestly and without
fear. By revealing how Christ calls and
empowers us to love, she offers hope and
practical help in breaking these destructive
patterns of relating.
A Good Mom's Guide to Making Bad Choices
Mar 09 2021 The creators of the beloved
podcast Good Moms Bad Choices challenge
outdated notions of what being a “good”
mother truly means—inviting moms of all kinds
to embark on a healing journey that unlearns
old scripts about motherhood and shows that
you can be little bad, and still do a lot of good
for your kids. They are everywhere on social
media. Images of perfect, pleasant white
women with perfect, pretty children in perfect,
tidy homes—the epitome of “good” moms. But
this model of motherhood is an illusion that far
too many women either measure themselves
against or simply cannot relate to in the first
place. Enter Jamilah Mapp and Erica Dickerson:
if you are sex-positive, cannabis-friendly, and
love sharing NSFW stories with your fellow
mom friends, you’re not doing anything wrong
and you are definitely not a bad mother. And
Jamilah and Erica are your tribe. These two
best friends, single mothers, and creators of the
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Good Moms Bad Choices podcast are here to
remind every woman that you can be a good
mom despite not fitting the “perfect mom”
standard. In this much-needed book, part
memoir, part guide, and part manifesto, they
bring the refreshing honesty and down-to-earth
humor of their podcast to the stories of their
own journeys as mothers, offering women
insight and tools they can use to recognize their
own past traumas, find a way to healing, and
break free from unrealistic expectations of what
it means to be a good parent. Jamilah and Erica
take us through their own journeys as single
mothers of color raising children, being in (and
falling out of) relationships, making mom
friends, and, ultimately, finding themselves as
they learned to redefine motherhood on their
own terms. Uncensored, unapologetic,
empathetic, and no-holds-barred, A Good
Mom’s Guide to Making Bad Choices takes an
unconventional and much-needed approach to
motherhood that recognizes that moms are
vibrant, sexual, creative beings with needs and
desires that deserve to be acknowledged and
respected. It’s a breath of fresh air for all moms
today.
The Good Mother's Legacy. [Signed: S.]
May 23 2022
Working Mother Feb 08 2021 The magazine
that helps career moms balance their personal
and professional lives.
The Concept of "good Mother" Feb 20 2022
Good Words Aug 22 2019
Working Mother Dec 26 2019 The magazine
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that helps career moms balance their personal
and professional lives.
The Mother's Legacy in Early Modern England
Jun 19 2019 Using printed and manuscript texts
composed between 1575 and 1672, Jennifer
Heller defines the genre of the mother's legacy
as a distinct branch of the advice tradition in
early modern England that takes the form of a
dying mother's pious counsel to her children.
Reading these texts in light of specific cultural
contexts, social trends, and historical events,
Heller explores how legacy writers used the
genre to secure personal and family status, to
shape their children's beliefs and behaviors,
and to intervene in the period's tumultuous
religious and political debates. The author's
attention to the fine details of the period's
religious and political swings, drawn from
sources such as royal proclamations, sermons,
and first-hand accounts of book-burnings,
creates a fuller context for her analysis of the
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legacies. Similarly, Heller explains the appeal
of the genre by connecting it to social factors
including mortality rates and inheritance
practices. Analyses of related genres, such as
conduct books and fathers' legacies, highlight
the unique features and functions of mothers'
legacies. Heller also attends to the personal
side of the genre, demonstrating that a writer's
education, marriages, children, and turns of
fortune affect her work within the genre.
Regretting Motherhood Sep 03 2020 Darf
man es bereuen, Mutter zu sein? Ein
Tabubruch "Regretting Motherhood"
thematisiert, was bisher kaum ausgesprochen
wird: Dass viele Frauen in der Mutterschaft
nicht die "vorgeschriebene" Erfüllung finden.
Dass sie ihre Kinder lieben und trotzdem nicht
Mutter sein wollen. Ih ihrem bahnbrechenden
Buch analysiert die engagierte Soziologin Orna
Donath die Dimension des Tabus und lässt
Mütter selbst von ihren Erfahrungen berichten.
Ins Dunkel Aug 02 2020 Grausamer als die
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Natur ist nur der Mensch. Fünf Frauen
unternehmen eine Wanderung durch den
australischen Busch, organisiert von ihrer
Firma, ausgerüstet nur mit Kompass und
Landkarte. Tage später kommen nur vier von
ihnen zurück. Aaron Falk, Ermittler der
australischen Polizei, muss die vermisste Alice
Russell unbedingt finden. Sie ist seine
Informantin bei einem Unternehmen, das unter
dem Verdacht der Geldwäsche steht. Alice
kennt nicht nur die Machenschaften der Firma,
sondern auch die dunklen Geheimnisse ihrer
Kolleginnen, mit denen sie unterwegs war. Die
Wildnis ist unerbittlich, lange wird Alice hier
nicht überleben. Doch die wahre Gefahr droht
von ganz anderer Seite ... «Eindringlich,
faszinierend und absolut empfehlenswert.
Harper ist begnadet darin, Angst und
Unbehagen zu erzeugen, und sie zeichnet ein
fesselndes Bild einer furchterregenden
australischen Landschaft.» (The Times)
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